
The vending area tailored
to all spaces.



MANUFACTURING PLANTS
In certain professional situations, a break is not 
just a simple moment to relax, but rather a real 
necessity. A proper refreshment area can help 
restore physical and mental energy.

COMPANY OFFICES
In all companies the refreshment area is a truly 
productive space. It can unite a team, trigger a 
good idea, or facilitate a deal. The vending design 
is therefore a key part of consultation.

COWORKING
The world of work is evolving, creating new shared 
spaces and ever more dynamic environments. 
Refreshment areas are needed that respond to 
changes and favour relations.

UNDERGROUND
Hopping on and off trains, in a hurry, without 

a moment’s rest. Even a quick break can be 
a lasting pleasure. The right machine at the 

right time is an essential service.

STATIONS
Whether you’re waiting for a connection or 

finishing a long, exhausting journey, resting on 
the platform with your favourite beverage or 

a cheeky snack will help you refuel.

HOSPITALS
A place where work is hard and stressful, and 

where emotions run high. The people here 
deserve the best coffee, the perfect break, 

and the deliciousness of a smile.



Designing a more efficient
vending area? It’s possible with us.

Hot drink dispensers that create added value for your business.

Hot Beverage Solutions

LEI600
600 cups / ES, ESV, ESV BC and IN /

Easy, Smart and Touch 21”

LEI400
400 cups / ES, ESV and IN /
Easy, Smart and Touch 21”

LEI250
ES and ESV /

Easy, Smart and Touch 15”

LEI2GO
2 cup sizes /

1000 cups / ES / Topping /
Lids and mini snack integrated

dispenser / Touch 32”

LEI700 PLUS 2CUPS +
MODULO COFFEE TO GO

2 cup sizes
1000 cups / ES e ESV / Topping /
Lids and mini snack / Touch 32”

LEI600 PLUS 2CUPS +
MODULO COFFEE TO GO

2 cup sizes /
1000 cups / ES e ESV / Topping /
Lids and mini snack / Touch 21”

LEI300 EVO 2CUPS + ARIA S
300 cups / ES /

Easy, Smart and Touch 15”

DIVA
2 cup sizes /

Manual cup dispenser / ESV /
Topping and syrups / Touch 32”

ES: espresso coffee group  ESV: brewing unit variable chamber  IN: instant coffee

EASY: tandard membrane interface  SMART: touchscreen selection interface  TOUCH: interface with touchscreen technology

Cold drink and snack dispensers that integrate with and complete your offer.

Snack & Food Solutions

Offer a personalised experience.
People want their favourite beverage. They are easily tempted by large menus full of 
things that hit the spot. They want a delicious range and interactivity. It is time to provide 
them with an experience. How? Through engaging and intuitive touch display systems, 
through the option to personalise and enrich their beverages with toppings and syrups, 
through systems that maintain the quality of raw materials. With us you can.

ARIA L EVO (slave)
6 trays

ARIA M 
5 trays

ARIA M (slave)
5 trays

ARIA S EVO
4 trays

COLUMN: side column that can hold 50cl water bottles or cans.

VISTA PLUS L
6 trays / 2 columns /

Lift optional / Electronic tags optional /
Version with Touch 46”

VISTA L (Slave)
6 trays

ARIA PLUS L EVO
6 trays / 1 columns /

Electronic tags optional

ARIA L EVO
6 trays



Create the machine you need.
To improve your company’s profitability, it’s important to create the right solution. 
This is why you need to choose modular machines, meaning they can quickly and 
easily adjust their configuration according to consumption trends. Do you want to 
put together a longer-lasting fleet of machines that is continually state-of-the-art? 
With us you can.

Choose the most suitable capacity.
Every environment has its rhythm, tastes and consumption frequency. This is why 
you need to regulate the machines’ storage capacity. Need to adapt the quantities 
of products according to the characteristics of each context? Avoid empty spaces 
in the display window? Reduce the number of times the machine needs refilling? 
Cut the costs of managing each individual break area? With us you can.

Coffee addicted 
I love all kinds of coffee, not just espresso. I like to vary according

to how I feel throughout the day. Mid-morning, for example,
I love an Americano.

Alberto, manager.

Milk lovers
Since I have had the chance to enjoy a cappuccino with a soft, velvety 
froth in the office, my break has really improved. I don’t have to rush to 

the bar anymore, and I can relax for a few more minutes. 

Giulia, front office.

Preserve the ingredients, offer a full range of coffees 
and respond to new trends in consumption.

Guarantee the most efficient management of fresh
milk and widen your range of tasty drinks.

Topping victims
In the morning I catch a very early train, and I don’t have much time for 

breakfast. I stop at the drinks machine in the station, grab a milky coffee 
with grated chocolate, add a snack and I can continue happily on my way. 

Massimo, sales representative.

Taste trotter
I’m always on the move, I take breaks on the run, between one 

underground station and the next. Being able to re-seal the cup with
a cap is really great, and I can take my break in freedom. 

Chiara, student.

Let your clients personalise their drinks
and increase your sales average.

Satisfy all consumer types, increase the possibilities
for building client loyalty, increase your business.

Fresh milk

Frothing
module To Go

Espresso
Brewer (ES)

Variable
chamber
Brewer (ESV)

Topping
dispenser

Mini
Snack

Syrup
dispenser
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Bianchi Industry Spa - info@bianchiindustry.com
Corso Africa 2/3/9 - 24040 Loc. Zingonia, BG, Italia
T: +39 035 450 2111 - F: +39 035 883 304

DESIGN
YOUR BREAK

Specifications and technical information 
given are indicative and may be subject 
to change without prior notice.


